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We continue the study begun by Sarnak of closed geodesics on f\.%, f  the 
modular group. A closed geodesic fi corresponds to a hyperbolic conjugacy class 
{y } in f,  and an eigenvalue E of an element of this class determines a real quadratic 
field Q(E). On the other hand, a prime integer 9 determines a covering surface 
T,,(g)\2 of I-\&‘. The reciprocity law relates the behavior of the geodesic # when 
lifted to f&z)\% to the splitting type of q in Q(E). 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue the study begun by Sarnak [3] of closed 
geodesics on the surface r\X, r the modular group. The first result is 
geometric in nature. For a closed geodesic + corresponding to a primitive 
hyperbolic class (y } in r, the way /z splits when lifted to the surface 
&)\X depends only on the length 1 of p. In fact, it depends only on the 
residue class mod a2 of the integer t = 2 cosh(l/2). 
Our second result shows the strong connection between number theory 
and the geometry of these surfaces. Let h and {y } be as above. Then 4 
determines a real quadratic field Q(s) where E is an eigenvalue of an 
element of the class {y >. On the other hand, a prime integer a determines a 
covering surface r,(a)\%’ of r\A?. The reciprocity law essentially says 
that knowing the behavior of fi when lifted to r&)\X is equivalent to 
knowing how 9 factors in the ring of integers of Q(e). 
The behavior of a rational prime 9 in a quadratic extension is, of course, 
well understood. The general idea here is to use this understanding (and 
the reciprocity law) to gain information about the closed geodesics. This 
will have applications to the Selberg trace formula. 
It should be noted that the case of a geodesic h which splits completely 
when lifted to T(a)\ti was studied extensively by Sarnak. He obtained 
important results on class numbers of quadratic forms. What we have done 
is translate his results on complete splitting into the language of number 
fields, and investigate the significance of other types of splitting. 
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2. GEOMETRY 
Let #’ denote the upper half plane {.x + iy 1 y > 0} and i= denote the 
group PSL(2, E). We will summarize some well-known facts (see [4], for 
example). The fixed points of a hyperbolic y in r determine a geodesic in 
2. Since J? is a cover of T\Y? this geodesic projects to a geodesic on 
r\.M. A geodesic p on i=\X is closed (i.e., is a closed curve) if and only if 
it is the projection of an &’ geodesic connecting the fixed points of a hyper- 
bolic y. Geodesics in &’ which arise from conjugates of y project to the 
same h on r\X. Thus closed geodesics f \# are in one-to-one correspon- 
dence with hyperbolic conjugacy classes in i=. These closed geodesics are 
often called prime geodesics because they satisfy as asymptotic distribution 
law similar to the prime number theorem. 
For computations it is more convenient to work with matrices, i.e., to 
consider the group Z= SL(2, ;2). For an odd prime a, let f(a) denote the 
principal congruence subgroup of level 9: Z(a) = f y E Z I y E + I mod a}. 
The natural projection map sends closed geodesics 9 on Z(a)\% to closed 
geodesics h on f \%‘. Since Z(a) is a normal subgroup of f the factor 
group G 1 PSL(2, E/a) acts transitively. Suppose Pi, . . . . Y4 all lie over a 
geodesic fi of length 1. Then all the 3 have the same length equal m .l for 
some integer m, and m . k = ICI. For the class { y } in f associated to p, 
there is a small positive integer m’ such that ( y”’ } c Z’(a). Thus ( y”’ } is a 
disjoint union of f(a) conjugacy classes, and these correspond to the 
9 1, . . . . .9$ above. In fact, the integers m and m’ are equal, as is shown 
in [3]. 
If a geodesic /z corresponds to a conjugacy class ( y } as above, we define 
Frob(#) or Frob(y) to be the conjugacy class in the finite group G 
obtained by reducing ( y } mod 9 (and identifying I with - I). This gives a 
mapping of geodesics to conjugacy classes, analogous to mapping prime 
numbers to Frobenius conjugacy classes in a Galois group. The order m of 
an element of Frob(y) completely determines how b splits when lifted to 
Z+)\.X’, and thus m is called the degree of $5$ over b. To avoid confusing 
the reader, we emphasize that 9 or fi is always a closed geodesic, a is 
always a prime number. 
We need to study conjugacy classes in the group G. Again, it is easier to 
first study classes in G = X(2, h/a). The G classes are well known (see [ 23, 
for example). 
The two central elements of G, I and -Z, give a conjugacy class of G 
with one element. This is called the q-central class. For a fixed A in Z/a not 
a square, consider the four distinct G conjugacy classes generated by the 
elements 
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These project to give two G conjugacy classes with (a’ - 1)/2 elements in 
each. These are called the a-parabolic classes. Note that the above are the 
only cases for which the corresponding F elements have repeated eigen- 
values as linear transformation of the vector space Z/q x Z/v. The G classes 
which are generated by an element of the form 
a 0 [ 1 0 a-’ ’ a# *l 
project by definition to the q-hyperbolic classes of G. There are either 
(a - 3)/4 such classes of ~(9 + 1) elements each, or (9 - 5)/4 classes of 
a(9 + 1) elements and 1 class of a(% + 1)/2 elements. In either case G has a 
total of &z - 3)(9 + 1)/4 a-hyperbolic elements. These are all the cases of 
distinct eigenvalues in Z/a for the corresponding G elements. The v-elliptic 
classes in G are everything left over. The corresponding classes in G have 
distinct eigenvalues in a quadratic extension of the finite field Z/y. Each 
such class in G is generated by an element of the form 
a b [ 1 Ab a ’ a2 - Ab2 = 1, A fixed non-square. 
There are a total of &Z - 1)2/4 elements in G which are v-elliptic. 
Now let y be a fixed primitive hyperbolic element of C The characteristic 
polynomial of y is f(x) = x2 - tx + 1 for some integer t. By convention, we 
choose y mod + I so t > 0. A root E of f(x) is a unit in a real quadratic 
field. We have t=e+c-l and since the length of the geodesic / is 
I= 2 log E we have t = 2 cash l/2. Also, the number of closed geodesics of 
length 1 is h(e), the narrow class number of the order Z[s]. All these facts 
are shown in [4]. 
We can at last begin to prove things. The characteristic polynomial f(x) 
is the key. Any two conjugacy classes (y} and (y’} with the same eigen- 
value E have the same polynomial f, and thus the same polynomial when 
reduced mod a. The roots of f(x) when reduced modg determine an eigen- 
value (of a linear transformation of Z/v x Z/p). This is almost enough 
information to determine a conjugacy class in SL(2,Z/v) and thus 
determine Frob(y). 
For example, first consider the case when t is not congruent to 
+2 mod 9. If f(x) h as a root a mod 9, then y mod a is in one of the two 
conjugacy classes 
(Remember y is determined mod f 1 and t mod + 1.) In any event the 
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roots of f(x) determine uniquely the order (in G) of an element from 
the conjugacy class. To be explicit let a be as above, and ml, m, the 
least positive integers such that urn1 z 1 mod 9, ( --a)“‘* 5 1 mod 9, and 
m=m(a) =min(m,, m2). Then Frob(y)“= Z in G. This is the case when 
Frob(y) is a-hyperbolic. 
Next consider the case when t is not congruent to +2 mod 9, and f(x) 
does not have a root mod a. Then f has distinct roots in a quadratic 
extension of the finite field. In this case the eigenvalues mod 9 are still 
determined up to + 1, and so f(x) determines uniquely the order in G of an 
element from the a-elliptic conjugacy class Frob(y ). 
The case of t z ) 2 mod a is more complicated. Then f(x) has repeated 
roots mod 9 and does not determine a unique conjugacy class. First sup- 
pose t s + 2 mod a*. We known E = (t + ,/;1_4)/2, so let t* - 4 = u*d with 
d the field discriminant of Q(E). Then E = (t + u &)/2. Since d has at most 
one factor of 9 in it, we have a2 divides t2 - 4 if and only if a divides u. 
Sarnak shows in [3] that this happens if and only if y E +Zmod 9, i.e., 
Frob(y) is a-central. 
If t z + 2 mod 9 but not mod y*, then Frob(y) is not a-central but f(x) 
has repeated roots. Therefore Frob(y) must be a-parabolic. We do not 
know which a-parabolic class it is but both contain only elements of order 
q, and this is sufficient information. We summarize these arguments: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let y, +, and 9 be as usual with I= length of fi and 
f(x) = x2 - tx + 1 the characteristic polynomial of y, t = 2 cash l/2. Then the 
order of an element of Frob(P), and thus the splitting type of fi on r(a)\%‘, 
is determined by the residue class oft mod a*. In addition 
Frob(#) is 
tr )2moda2 
t= 12mod+zbutnotmoda’ 
t & + 2mod 9 andf has a root mod a . 
t f + 2mod a andf has no roots mod a 
3. THE RECIPROCITY LAW 
The characteristic polynomial f(x) above is also the minimum 
polynomial of the real quadratic unit. From this fact we derive the connec- 
tion to number theory. We first investigate the number theoretic 
significance of the mapping p + Frob(fi), b a geodesic as usual. We will 
assume a knowledge of algebraic number theory, as covered in [l]. 
Suppose first that for f(x) = x2 - tx + 1, we have t E + 2 mod a’. Then 
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as before E = (t + u ,,/&I2 with d the field discriminant and t2 - 4 = u2d. By 
the theorem Frob(b) is a-central if and only if a/u. But 4- t2 = 
(2.5 - t)(2.s-i - t) = N(~‘(E)) is equal the discriminant of E (or discriminant 
of the order Z[E]). Thus u is a quantity known as ind(s), the index of a. 
Equivalently, u is the conductor of the order Z[s]. Then Frob@) is 
a-central if and only if 9 1 ind(e). 
The remaining cases are now easily dealt with. If a does not divide 
ind(s), then the splitting type of a in Q(s) is determined by reducing the 
minimum polynomial of E mod a. The prime 9 ramifies, splits, or is inert 
according to whether f(x) has repeated roots, distinct roots, or no roots 
mod a. These three cases correspond exactly to the remaining three types of 
conjugacy classes of Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. With 9, p, and E as usual, we have shown 
Frob( p) is q-central o 9 ) ind(s) 
Frob(/) is o 9 1 ind(s) and q in Q(E). 
We next develop another interpretation of this result, based on the 
behavior of the geodesic fi when lifted to r,,(a)\%. Here r,(a) is the sub- 
group {y~rJy= [:S;Jc=O mod a}. We need to introduce the Selberg zeta 
function. Suppose r, is a subgroup of r, and cr is a unitary finite dimen- 
sional representation of r,. Suppose also that r, = kernel of B contains 
r(q). We define 
Z(S, r,/r,, 0) = n i det(Z- o(Frob 9) N(9)-s-k). 
9 k=O 
Here Y is a closed geodesic on Ti\X, log N(B) is the length of 8, and 
Frob(B) is relative to r,, i.e., a rl conjugacy class reduced mod r, (or 
equivalently a conjugacy class is the finite group r,/r,). Taking r, = r, 
and D = 1 the trivial representation gives a Selberg zeta function which is 
more commonly denoted just Z(s, r,). 
The Selberg zeta function has several useful properties similar to those of 
the Artin L-function. For example, if r, and r3 are both normal subgroups 
of ri with r, <r, then any representation a of r,/T, defines a unique 
representation (also denoted a) of T,/T,. This is called pullback. It is not 
hard to see that 
z(s, r, jr,, 0) = z(s, wr3, 0). 
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The Selberg zeta function is also well behaved with respect to direct sums: 
Finally suppose r, is a subgroup containing r, and Q is a representation of 
rl as before. Then T,/T, is a subgroup of T,/T, and we can form the 
induced representation Ind(a) (not to be confused with index). One can 
show that 
Z(S, rl /r,, C) = Z(S, ro/r2, Ind a). 
(This is shown in [5], or proceed as in the Artin L-function case by 
comparing local factors.) 
PROPOSITION 3. Z(s, r,(y)) = Z(s, r) Z(s, r/qq), 0) where 8 is the 
unique g-dimensional representation of r/r(q) z PSL(2,Zia). 
ProoJ By pullback the left side is equal to Z(s, r,(v)/Q), 1). The sub- 
group r,,(a)/r(a) is simply the upper triangular subgroup. Inducing the 
trivial representation of this subgroup up to PSL(2, Z/a) gives 10 9, as is 
shown in [Z], and the proposition follows. 
We can use the proposition to see how a geodesic # splits when lifted 
to ro(a)\ff. Suppose 9i, . . . . 9g are the geodesics lying over /L Then 
N(.C$)=N( fip (or the length of .q is fi times the length of p), and 
f, + . . + fg = [P r,,(a)] = 9 + 1. Since T,,(g) is not a normal subgroup of 
r, the fi need not all be equal. By comparing local terms we see that the 
proposition implies 
qJg= fi (14($)-“-k) 
i=l 
=(l-N(~)-S~k)det(Z-B(Frob(;h))N(~)-”-k). 
Now expand both sides as a polynomial in N( fi)-“-‘. We see that 
1 -F.N(fi)-“-k+ . ..higherterms 
= 1 - (1 + trace B(Frob( +))) N( b)-s--k + ... terms. 
Here F is the number of first degree primes lying over p. On the other 
hand, character tables [2] show that 1 + trace 0 depends only on the type 
of conjugacy class: 1 + trace B(Frob( #)) is 9 + 1, 1,2, or 0 according to 
whether Frob( +) is a-central, a-parabolic, a-hyperbolic, or a-elliptic. By 
combining these facts with the previous results we get the following: 
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THEOREM (Reciprocity Law). Let b a closed geodesic on r\X, y the 
hyperbolic class in r, E the real quadratic unit, as usual. Let 9 be an odd 
prime. Then 4 lies under exactly 9 + 1, 1,2, or 0 first degree geodesics on 
r,,(a)\X according to whether 9 ) ind(s), q 1 ind(s) and ramifies, splits, or is 
inert in Q(E), respectively. 
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